
Our company is looking for an investment risk analyst. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for investment risk analyst

Measuring hedge fund liquidity and ability to withstand increases in client
redemptions, margin increases and deteriorations in asset liquidity
Monitoring client concentration and leverage
Developing stress tests that non only shock markets but also asset liquidity,
basis risks, and client redemption behavior
Understanding how macro-economic factors can alter hedge fund
performance despite efforts to remain lowly correlated to the markets
Assisting with the production of risk analytics including risk investigations and
compliance monitoring for the managed account platforms
Analysing and reviewing of investment restriction breaches, engaging with
Hedge Fund clients and/or Investors to discuss calculations, requirements,
compliance, legal, mitigation etc
Liaising with Prime Brokers, Fund Administrators, Trading Advisors and other
teams within the business to investigate and resolve issues
Assisting with risk analysis, suitability review and legal execution of risk and
investment restriction changes
Monitoring, logging and investigating tracking errors between managed
accounts and relevant benchmark funds
Cash management - overseeing cash movements across accounts to satisfy
margin calls and manage counterparty risk

Qualifications for investment risk analyst
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Actively participate in the approval of external counterparties review credit
documentation (ISDA and CSA and accession letters)
Bachelor’s degree in Finance, Statistics or Computer Science
Undergraduate degree with 2-4 years of relevant work experience
Support and serve as backup for the daily e-mail notification process, which
involves gathering information from a variety of sources and compiling it into
a standardized form using an increasingly automated process that is then sent
out via e-mail to a wide audience of interested parties
Progress towards CIPM, CFA, or other professional risk management
designation


